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FOREWORD
THE FILIPINO PSYCHOLOGIST AND THE WORLD
OF PSYCHOLOGY

ABRAHAM

I.

FELIPE

University of the Philippines
My talk this morning will revolve
around a few simple questions regarding
the geophysics, as it were, of the world
of psychology. These questions spring
from a desire to determine our location,
as Filipino psychologists, in that world.
The basic question is, where is Philippine psychology in the world of psychology? To answer we will have to ask,
how can it be located there? In other
words, what are the reference points for
locating a point in it? To understand the
specific Philippine situation, what are the
reference points for locating a position in
the Philippine psychological world? To
evaluate the Philippine location in the
world of psychology, do the reference
points in it and the reference points in
the Philippine psychology tally? If they
do not tally and we want to understand,
what are the reasons for the discrepancy?
If they do not tally and we want to decide
future directions, should they be made to
tally?
In this Sixth Annual National Convention of our Association, it is an opportune time for us to raise these questions
which, I am sure, we have asked ourselves
at one time or another before. Our Assodation has shown viability in its six years
of existence and some inner strength to
be able to confront now these questions.
It has also demonstrated a very vigorous
desire to grow and to find a place in the
world of psychology. All these suggest to
me that it is our obligation to ourselves
and to each other that we talk about our
future and our life openly.

REFERENCE POINTS IN TIlE WORU)
OF PSYCHOLOGY

In what direction is the world of psychology going and what are the forces
determining its movements?' Because ot
our relative distance from the main hub
of that world, which is America, we have
an opportunity to view it more dispassionately than even American colleagues.
We can more easily avoid being caught
in the confusion of partisanship produced
when personalities clash over the privilege
of having a place in that world. From
where we are, some general reference
points more easily appear as determining
its main directions its east-west, northsouth directions.
v-

There is a philosophical referencepoint, or more precisely, there are SOIll('
philosophical orientations defining general
modes of approach in psychology. These
orientations raise some specific philosophical issues which are vcry involved aut!
which I do not pretend to understand.
and my impression is that these issues, as
with other things inherent in philosophy.
are debatable and are being debated. TIl('
main trend in the philosophical orientations of psychology, however. are dear.
There are dissatisfactions with the cluttered
and muddled works inspired by naive em..
piricism and a more favorable preference
for logically coherent theoretical approaches which provide broader under..
standing of the field.
There are, besides the philosophical.
the empirical reference points, the work
areas in psychology. These work areas arc
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whosemetbod was'mdsHy' ian' arti 'social
psychology was 'full of surveys.
,:: ,How: abOut: here" 'in the Philippines?
.\' , At present, the boundaries of the work
What are our reference points for judging
areas are being redefined." The -old boundpsychology-and individual psychologists?
Wecari' frankly : acknowledge -:thif' the
aries set' by 'the methods of investigation
(which distinguished experimental psychophilosophical' ~ 'foundations: andairrts' of
logy, from the-other: work. areas) are now
psychology 'as 'a' pure discipline;' that, 'is;
being obscured asexperirnentati6ri' has
in 'terms of philosophy of science,' are not
begun to characterize psychology across
salient 'among: tis.:,' Our' philosophical -affiits whole :front. The emergent areas of
Iiations ,are 'more' with social philosophies
psychology are - being defined more' in
than with the philosophy of science,'. We
terms: of subject matter, rather than of
are more' sensitive to our role. in .and
method ~ learning, biochemistry ofbeharesponsibility for society, than we are' to
vior, memory, "verbal learning" and a very
our role in and· responsibility for our disclose kin "verbal behavior", cognitive procipline. It, is' very seldom that we question
cesses, social interaction, etc.
the work of another as to whether, it helps
us arrive at something intellectually satisThe only work area which is not being
fying, a question which would remind us
defined! by its, 'subject matter but by its
of our affiliations with the world of psytools for organizing ideas, is the new field
chology.: On the other hand, the more
of mathematical psychology. The main
often used reference point is our social
reference points in the world of psychorelevance such that what is usually aplogy, the philosophical and the empirical
plied in thinking about psychology and
reference points, are only by-products of
psychologists in the Philippines is the
the sociai conventions or customs of psysocially useful vs. "experimental" dimenchologists 'in locating themselves in it.
sion.' This way of viewing a psychologist
The main convention, as we all know, is
clearly does not take into account the
based on the impact of one's ideas or
more specific attributes of his works that
work: a, man is judged mainly by what
would be used in the world of psychology
he has produced, and what he has profor purposes of locating him.
duced is in, turn judged according to
whether or not it is a "contribution to
Thus, depending on who is making the
knowledge" - which is to say, that it is
description, one: is described as being more
not only something new, but something
or less "in, an ivory tower" or a "basic
new that can be, understood in terms of
researcher", or he is "responsible for
a larger whole or something new that
others" or is '·'an applied worker". We do
helps understand some things old.
not get to be known by each other on
the basis of our work areas (Is Professor
When there i~ a community of workers
A working on: the biochemical correlates
motivated to know what are' 'not yet
of -aggressioni'}, nor whethet a, piece of
known, those who succeed to really diswork produces in us some intellectual sacover knowledge can be easily recognized
tisfaction or understanding. On the other
and appreciated regardless of their field
I"
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THE FILIPINO PSYCHOLOGIST

hand, we come to be known by the purposes of our work (socially useful vs.
basic). Clearly, inspite of our constitutional
commitment to psychology as a science,
the dimension we use to look at ourselves
indicates that we are still uncertain about
what we ought to do as psychologists.
Work areas, as reference points for
locating individual psychologists, are also
not very salient in the Philippines. To be
a psychologist is often to be a general
psychologist, certainly an honorable type
of calling, but certainly also one whose
role makes difficult the fuller mastery of
a field of study and the appreciation of
the advantages of specialization.
f

RE-ASSESSING THE PHILIPPINE
SITUATION

The reference points in the world of
psychology and the Philippine reference
points do not tally. Briefly, the difference
is one of emphasis. In the world of psychology, there is more emphasis in psychology being science, less in human welfare;
in the Philippines, there has been a greater
sentiment for human welfare than for
science. Hence, here in the Philippines,
judging a psychologist in terms of the intellectual worth of his works is not evaluating him on a professionally crucial
dimension. Because of this, there has been
only little encouragement to study an area
intensively enough to truly become an
authority in it.

•

We can see reasons for the difference
in our outlook towards psychology and
the outlook which has emerged internationally. First of all, there was that tradition in American clinical psychology
with its concern for human welfare, which
arrived in the Philippines first and was
accepted by many of our psychologists.
Second, there is also a greater moral pressure for the Filipino psychologist to be
concerned with social problems more than,
say, his American counterparts. He has

.)

a greater opportunity to be able to help
socially, and this help is very frequently
requested from him. Third, for a long
time there was little or no opportunity for
Filipino psychologists to be able to do
research and therefore be able to com
municate with colleagues abroad. This
has produced a discontinuity in the scicn
tific allegiances for some of us. Fourth.
for a long time there were very few rc
minders for Filipino psychologists of the
activities of colleagues abroad. F(·\\,
foreign colleagues have come here before
to work with us in research and a number
of our younger scholars who had gone
abroad for advanced studies have failcd
to return.
Regardless of our reasons for the dif.·
ferences, we will sooner or later be faced
with pressures to re-examine our outlook
towards psychology, as we are doing today.
Our society will continue to demand om
services. On the other hand, we can not
afford to frustrate the growing need for
scientific achievement among us. Om students, now becoming aware of opportunities for scientific accomplishments abroad
and locally, will likely demand similar
opportunities. These will make us ask
ourselves how we would like our world of
psychology in the Philippines to he likr-.
Most of us are already committed to all
answer to that question. Whether or not
we should change our outlook on what
psychology should be is, of course, a mat ..
ter of personal choice, and no association
could legislate that matter for us, How
ever, there is probably much wisdom ill
trying to learn from what we sec to be
the direction psychology has been taking,
and on that basis make provision for
changes and innovations in ways consistent with our own resources and obligations, so that our departments of psy··
chology in this country and our membership in this Association can follow the
mainstreams of our discipline.
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'. MAP~IN'G MANILA SOCIETY'
BYPHOTO~RAPHS AND FACTOR ANALYSIS'

S.}.
Ateneo de Manila University
JAIME 'BULATAO,

Sixteen photographs of individuals taken in Manila were' described
through the use of adjectives 'in a Q-technique and were intercorrelated.
The resulting matrix :was' factor analyzed and yielded three factors,
which were 'interpreted as three social classes, phenomenologically arrived
at, namely 1) Westemer-Provinciano Filipino, 2) Urban Filipino, 3)
'
Chinese.

,

shot at random 80 pictures of men and women.
Sixteen of these, eight men and eight women,
were arbitrarily chosen, an attempt being made
to maximize the variety of social "types."

It is a fact of common experience that
people, within a culture are capable.' of
making quite accurate judgments of the
social status of others of the, same culture the instant they meet. They may not
always be able to verbalize the objective
bases of these judgments, but they' can
often enough agree on what behavior is
fitting in the presence of people they may
be seeing for, the first time. For instance,
Filipinos know when to say "ikaw" and.
when to say "kauo]' or when to add the
honorific, "po", to a sentence. There thus
seems to be within the culture a "social
map" which categorizes the various, individuals that a person 'might meet in everyday life.

!

Using data gathered in a previous bit of
research (Lynch, 1965), the 20 adjectives most
commonly used by Filipinos to describe people
were picked through the REP' test. These 20
were further reduced to 12 by combining similar
ones and removing the socially meaningless adjectives. These ~2 were the following friendly,
intelligent, foreign blood, uneducated, modem;
provinciano, proud (mayabang), rich, shy,domineering, handsome (pretty), dark-skinned.
The subjects, 20 male university students chosen at random, were then presented the photographs one at a time and were given the following instructions:
'
"Here are 12 adjectives. First, Choose the
adjective that' you feel best describes the picture
and put it to your farthest right. Then, from the
remaining adjectives, choose the one that you feel
is an opposite description of the picture and put
it to your farthest left.

The purpose of this paper was to investigate the' subjective set of categories
which Manilefios (in, this case a sample
of male university students) applied to
their. social environment. How did they
classify the people they met? To answer
this question there was need to invent a
technique which, could attain to' phenomenal, subjective dimensions which were
mostly pre-conscious, and at the same time
to maintain scie~tific rigor.

Distribute the remaining adjectives where they
fit best from left to right according as they
apply to the picture."
These 12 positions, for statistical purposes,
were then reduced to stannines, thus
123
4
567
8
9
2
1
1
1
1.
1
1
2 '2
Using the Q-sort approach, each photograph,
was then correlated with each of the other -photographs. The resulting correlation matrix was then
factor analyzed through an IBM 360' computer by
the principal axes method and rotated to a varimax solution keeping orthogonal axes. The final
factors were then interpreted as categories in
the minds of the subjects into which they classified individuals that they met.

METHOD
A photographer moving through various locations within Manila and using a telescopic lens
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